Name That Tune Solution

Each of these lines is a quote from a song. For instance, the first line is from the song “Smoke on the Water,” by the band Deep Purple. In fact, each song is written by an artist or band that has a color in its name. The artists are (in order):

- Deep Purple
- James Brown
- Green Day
- JJ Grey
- Blue Oyster Cult
- Yellowcard
- Red Hot Chili Peppers
- White Stripes
- Orange Juice

Each of these colors is the color of a resistor color code for the digits 1-9. We can then rearrange the lines according to this order (i.e. brown first and white last). We then read the first word of the first line, the second of the second, and so on to get the quote “to love you any way so you pulled my”. This is a quote from a Black Keys song (Black is the color code for 0). Since there are 10 words in each of the above quotes and only nine words in this one, it is implied that you should take the next word in the song. This word is HEART, which is solution.